Question 9 (10 marks)

How useful would Sources E and F be for a historian studying the different goals of Clemenceau, Lloyd George and Wilson in creating the Treaty of Versailles?

In your answer, consider the perspectives provided by the TWO sources and the reliability of each one.

The reliability of Source E, a UE delegation to Source E

— By J. de Lloyd, Henry, himself; both one

First-hand record of different goals by the

Document on the Treaty of Versailles is

These both had different goals to why they should

enter the war. Individuals responsible made

sacrifices and wouldn’t want them broken be the

Bosheviks and wouldn’t want them broken be the

Sapotishkin: “The attitude of the different elements remains

unchanged” in Source E, the next filmmakers

a change and their different views of goals.

How the different will be won towards the

end of the war remain unchanged; the

society in their... the people,... this... settlement will

Source E First-hand record
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